
Literacy Focus 6:

Noun phrases



Which sounds better?  Why?

1.  Apples on a  
chair                                                                                        2. Those five                 

beautiful, 
shiny Pink 
Lady apples 
sitting on the 
rusty chair.  





Noun phrases
A group of words that act like a noun.

Words can go before the noun:

the great river

and/or after the noun:

man of honour

They modify the meaning of the noun.



A ‘noun phrase’ is a broad term used to encompass: 
•single word nouns
•pronouns (words that stand in place of nouns, such as it, this, that, 
her, him, them)
•multi-word nouns (i.e. phrases)

the car park

A determiner: a word 
which tells us if the noun 
is specific or general (e.g. 

a, an, the, their, our)

A noun adjunct: a noun 
behaving like an adjective (e.g. 

school pupil, chicken soup)

A noun

Noun phrases



Building noun phrases
Noun phrases can be expanded (in theory, infinitely!) to incorporate many kinds of words and 
linguistic structures. Notice how, in each of these phrases, it is essentially the same thing (the 

car park) that is being named… 

the car park

the dilapidated car park 
Here, an adjective adds more information to the noun phrase.

the badly-lit, dilapidated car park
Here, another adjective (one in fact formed from an adverb and a verb) adds even more information. 

the badly lit, dilapidated car park in the shabby part of town
In this example, a prepositional phrase, beginning with ‘in’, is locating the car park in question.    

the badly-lit, dilapidated car park in the shabby part of town, which every responsible parent 
warns their child against
A relative clause, beginning with the determiner ‘which’, now modifies the phrase. The comma helps signal that  it is the car park, rather 
than the part of town,  that responsible parents warn their children against!



Noun phrases for academic writing
Noun Noun phrase Expanded noun phrase

rhythm The poem’s rhythm The poem’s upbeat 
rhythm, created by the 
writer’s use of iambic 
pentameter

winds Westerly winds Westerly winds, which are 
strongest in the western 
hemisphere

cities Large cities Large cities that generate 
economic wealth

Build your expanded noun phrases gradually. Try to see 
language as a series of ‘building blocks’ that can be 

developed to create sophisticated sentence structures.



Building noun phrases
My car

My red car

My sporty red car

My sporty red car with a sunroof

My sporty red car with a sunroof and a flat tyre.



Building noun phrases
• Un chapeau

• Un vieux chapeau

• Un vieux chapeau énorme

• Un vieux chapeau énorme et vert

• Un vieux chapeau énorme et vert avec une étoile

• Un vieux chapeau énorme et vert avec une étoile sur la tête de mon 
frère.



Task:
Identify the noun phrases in this extract. What is 
the purpose of them?
The sea which lies before me as I write glows rather than sparkles in the 
bland May sunshine. With the tide turning, it leans quietly against the 
land, almost unflecked by ripples or foam. Near to the horizon it is a 
luxurious purple, spotted with regular lines of emerald green. At the 
horizon it is indigo. Near to the shore, where my view is framed by rising 
heaps of humpy yellow rock, there is a band of lighter green, icy and pure, 
less radiant, opaque however, not transparent. We are in the north, and 
the bright sunshine cannot penetrate the sea. Where the gentle water taps 
the rocks, there is still a surface skin of colour. The cloudless sky is very 
pale at the indigo horizon which it lightly pencils in with silver. 

Extract from the novel The Sea, The Sea by Iris Murdoch



Task:
Were you correct? Noun phrases are in red.

The sea which lies before me as I write glows rather than sparkles in 
the bland May sunshine. With the tide turning, it leans quietly against 
the land, almost unflecked by ripples or foam. Near to the horizon it 
is a luxurious purple, spotted with regular lines of emerald green. At 
the horizon it is indigo. Near to the shore, where my view is framed 
by rising heaps of humpy yellow rock, there is a band of lighter green, 
icy and pure, less radiant, opaque however, not transparent. We are 
in the north, and the bright sunshine cannot penetrate the sea. 
Where the gentle water taps the rocks, there is still a surface skin of 
colour. The cloudless sky is very pale at the indigo horizon which it 
lightly pencils in with silver. 

(Answer: The purpose of the noun phrases is to capture the look and the feel of the landscape.) 



Task: Use a noun phrase to describe this picture



Task: Use your noun phrase in a sentence.



Task: 
Make noun phrases from the following pictures. 
Extend your noun phrases gradually, using 
‘building blocks’.
Then add more detail to turn your noun phrases 
into sentences.















Remember:
•Using noun phrases makes your writing more 
interesting, more detailed and more efficient.

•Building noun phrases improves your writing.

•This prepares you for creative, descriptive and 
academic writing.



The chocolate task:
•Write a paragraph to describe 

one of the pictures. 

•Use noun phrases and as much 

descriptive writing as you can. 

• Feel free to add metaphors and similes. 

•Be adventurous with vocabulary choices. 

•Give to your tutors to pass to Ms Harvey. 

•Chocolate prizes for outstanding writing and great 
effort! 


